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ABSTRACT

Amethod for bending metal objects along a straight bending
line comprises a local heating of a selected strip of a metal
object with an impinging broad energy beam. Thereupon,
the selected strip is cooled by means of a cooling stream of
a liquid. The cooling stream moves at a short distance behind
the energy stream. Thereby, there results a bending of the
metal object, where a convexity is produced on the side of
the metal object impinged by the broad energy beam.
3 Claims, 10 Drawing Sheets
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METHOD OF BENDING METAL OBJECTS

dimensions of at least one third of the width a and at least

WTH AN ENERGY BEAM

This is a file wrapper continuation application of appli
cation Ser. No. 08/343,465 filed Nov. 23, 1994 now aban

5

doned.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTON
1. Field of the Invention

10

The subject of the invention is the method of bending and
overbending of metal objects, in particular plates and shells
of zero Gaussian curvature, along a straight line or along a
set of straight lines.
2. Brief Description of the Background of the Invention
Including Prior Art
Polish patent description no. 155358 teaches a method of
bending metal objects characterized by the use of a "narrow

15

For a flat plate the minimum width a of the heated strip
is equal at least seven times the thickness of the plate.
For the initially bent plate or shell, in which the depth "h"
of the heated strip is smaller than half of the thickness "g"
we can apply the same process of overbending as for the flat
plates, with the minimum width a of the heated strip
calculated from the formula: a-7-6X(h/g)xg

surface.

The minimum width of the heated strip, measured in its

projection onto the plane tangent to its surface along the
straight line of further bending, a cannot be less than four

times the thickness of material.

conical surfaces of Small internal diameters, since this would

require introduction of the beam into the inside hollow space
of these objects and then changing of the direction of the
beam to the one perpendicular to the surface,

The smallest surface dimensions of the bent or further

bent object cannot be less than five times the length b of the
heated strip.
The smallest distance of the line of bending or overbend

ing from the free edge of the plate or shell cannot be less

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
35

small inner diameters.

than two times the width a of the heated strip a.
The radiation absorbers must be resistant to repetitive
heating and cooling with a stream of liquid and cannot enter
into chemical reactions with the metal they cover.
When we bend or overbend a plate or a shell of zero
Gaussian curvature along a number of straight lines then we
can form a new shell of a developable middle surface.
The method being the subject of the present invention,

consisting in application of the "broad beam", makes it
possible to overbend by directing the heat radiation on the

45

follows.
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external-convex-side. Another advantage of application
of the “broad beam" is the possibility of obtaining bigger
bending angles in single passage along the bending line than
when the "narrow beam" is applied. It is shown below that
application of the "broad beam" entails an entirely different
mechanism of shaping within the metal (another setting of
internal forces) from the one caused by the "narrow beam”
and described in Polish patent description no. 155358. When
comparing both methods of bending, the one with "narrow
beam" and the one with "broad beam' it can be stated that
these methods constitute mutually complementing ways of
shaping, and taken together they allow carrying out of a
broad class of shaping processes.
The novel features which are considered as characteristic

for the invention are set forth in the appended claims. The

invention itself, however, both as to its construction and its

method of operation, together with additional objects and
advantages thereof, will be best understood from the fol
lowing description of specific embodiments when read in
connection with the accompanying drawings.

Gaussian curvature is heated then there will ensue the

increase of the bending angle (increase of curvature), irre
spective of the fact whether radiation was directed onto the
convex or onto the concave side.

The energy beam, moving with velocity "V" along the
straight line of bending (or overbending), heats the strip of
width “a” and length “b" on the side to which heat radiation
is applied, and on the other side it heats the strip of

of the heated strip cannot be

For the initially bent plate or shell in which the depth h of
the heated strip is equal or bigger than half of the thickness
g, the process of further bending can be carried out by
application of the energy beam to the convex and/or concave

or an initially bent plate is being heated from the convex
side, then this convexity will get diminished. The method of
"narrow beam" has limited capacities of shaping the metal
objects. It cannot be used to form closed cylindrical or

2. Brief Description of the Invention
The essence of the invention lies in the fact that the object
shaped is subject to single or multiple local two-phase
process of deep heating using the sufficiently broad energy
beam along the straight line selected, and then cooling of the
heated strip of metal in a natural manner or with the use of
an external factor, in adequate distance behind the said
beam. Consequently, the metal object undergoes permanent
bending along the straightline and in particular when the flat
plate is being heated a convexity is formed on the heated
side, while when an initially bent plate or a shell with zero

side.

The minimum length b

When, on the other hand, a shell of zero Gaussian curvature

It is another object of the invention to increase the
applicability of the method of bending metal objects with an
energy beam.
It is yet another object of the present invention to provide
a method for forming a bulging and a convexity on an
inradiated side of a flat plate being irradiated and heated.
These and other objects and advantages of the present
invention will become evident from the description which

directed onto the surface on the heated and/or non-heated
smaller than its width taken two times.

beam", narrow as compared to the thickness of the metal
bent. It allows bending of plates and shells of Zero Gaussian
curvature in such a way that on the side subject to be
subjected to heat radiation a concavity is formed or enlarged.

1. Purposes of the Invention
It is an object of the present invention to provide a method
for forming closed cylindrical or conical surfaces having

one third of the length b, to the temperature higher than the
temperature "T", taken from a schematic diagram illustrat
ing temperature-dependent plastic properties of metals,
above which the plastic properties of the metal are enhanced.
The strip, heated with the energy beam, is being cooled
with the stream of liquid at the distance b behind the said
beam to attain the temperature of the environment or the
temperature lower than T. with the cooling stream being

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
65.

In the accompanying drawings, in which are shown
several of the various possible embodiments of the present
invention:
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FIG. 1 presenting the commonly adopted simplified
scheme of temperature-dependent plastic properties of met

als. The ordinate axis represents the plasticity limit X and

the maximum relative elongations e. for the case of
uniaxial tension, while the abscissa represents the tempera
ture T of the metal. As can be seen from the mode, above the

5
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the heated strip and the material surrounding it, whose
rigidity plays an essential role. That is why the straight line
of bonding cannot be located nearer to the free edge of the
material than at the distance of the width a of the heated
strip.
During the heating phase the strip of material of width a,
thickness g and length b is brought to such temperatures that
at least the whole layer of the strip axb, adjacent to the
exposed surface, attains the state of enhanced plastic
properties, and potentially a part of the layer of material of
the strip (one third of width and one third of length b).
adjacent to the opposite, unexposed, side of the material
attains also the state of enhanced plastic properties.
The width a of the heated strip is usually determined by
the conditions of bending (shaping) which we would like to
realize and the parameters of the beam, power E, diameter

temperature T, the plastic properties of the metal get
enhanced, the plasticity limit is lowered and the maximum
relative elongation increases. The metal enters the state of
plastic flow without application of any stresses at tempera 10
ture T, and it melts in temperature T.
FIG. 2 presenting the scheme of heating and cooling of a
flat plate. An energy beam of power "E" and diameter "D"
moves along the straight line of bending i-iwith the velocity
V with respect to the object, leaving behind the heated strip 15
of metal of width a, which is being cooled down at the
distance b behind the beam. Cooling can be carried out both D and velocity V, which can be achieved. There are,
on the side of the object to which heat radiation is applied however, certain minimum widths at of the heated strip,
and on the opposite side.
which the method of bending described here cannot
FIG. 3 presenting the deformations and the minimum 20 below
be realized. The widths a depend upon the thickness g of
degree of heating of the strip axbxg. It can be seen from the the
object shaped and upon the choice of the two kinds of
diagram that on the directly heated side the whole surface shaping
process to be carried out (bending of a flat plate, or
axbhas to attain the temperature higher than T, while on the overbending
of a pre-bent flat plate or shell).
unexposed side at least the strip of dimensions of one third
When
the
flat
plates are bent the minimum width of the
of a and one-third of b has to attain the temperature higher 25 heated strip is a-7
g. The necessary condition for real
than T. The bending process is of course much more
of the process is therefore satisfaction of the inequal
effective if the whole surface axb on the unexposed side is ization
ity ada-7 g.
brought to the temperature higher than T.
When the initially bent plates or the shells with zero
FIG. 4 showing the scheme of heating and cooling of the
pre-bent plate or shell with the zero Gaussian curvature 30 Gaussian curvature are bent, the heated strip is the segment
when the depth h of the strip is bigger than half of the of the cylindrical surface of the depth h, width a (projected)
length b. The ratio of the strip depth h to its thickness
thickness g. The energy beam of power E and diameter D and
moves along the straight line of initial bending with the g is here of primary importance.
When the depth h of the strip heated is less than half of
velocity V, leaving behind the heated strip of material of
its thickness g (hC0.5 g) then the pre-bent object or the shell
(projected) width a, which is then cooled down at the 35 of
Zero Gaussian curvature should be treated as flat ele
distance b behind the said beam. Both heating and cooling
ments. It is possible, though, to adopt for them other values
can be carried out either from the convex or from the
concave side. In each of these cases equal values can be of a considering the fact of initial bending. These values
are calculated from the formula a=7-6 (h/g)xg
adopted of a=4 g and bi-2 a.
When the depth h of the strip heated satisfies the inequal
FIG. 5 showing the diagram of the deformations and the
minimal degree of heating of the strip axbxg of the depth ity ha).5 g then the above described principles of overbend
h>0.5 g, irrespective of the fact whether the convex or ing are applicable to this pre-bent object or the shell, and the
concave side is exposed to direct heating. It can be seen from minimum (projected) width is a 4 g. The necessary
the figure that the whole strip surface axb on the exposed conditions of h>0.5 g and al-4 g have to be satisfied in
side should be heated to the temperature above T, while on 45 overbending.
In the cooling phase we aim at limitation of the length b
the unexposed side at least the rectangle of dimensions of
of the heated strip and at reduction of the temperature of
one third of a and one third of b should be heated to the
temperature above T. Satisfaction of these conditions surrounding material to ambient temperature or at least to
assures durable overbending, irrespective of the method of the temperature which does not influence plastic properties
50 of the metal. Limitation of the length b of the heated strip
heating or cooling.
FIG. 6a and 6b showing the characteristics of the system increases also the rigidity of the material surrounding this
of forces acting between the strip heated and the remaining strip. The length b should, however, be determined by the
realized conditions of the bending or overbending process.
rigid and cooler material.
FIGS. 7a and 7b showing the examples of shaping of the It cannot be less than a certain lower limit value b. In
cylindrical and conical surfaces, with their convexity 55 order for the process to take adequate course the value of
a should be adopted. Thus, the inequality bi-2 a
directed towards the surface exposed to direct heating, these b=2
shapes being obtained through consecutive bendings along should be satisfied in the process of cooling. If natural
cooling does not ensure satisfaction of this condition then
appropriate straight lines.
artificial (forced) cooling should be applied by directing a
FIG. 8 showing the example of the bending of a steel plate cooling
stream onto the heated strip at the distance b behind
with a broad beam.
the
energy
Good results can be obtained for numerous
FIG. 9 showing the example of overbending of a pre-bent metals by beam.
water
droplets sprayed in the stream of com
steel plate with a broad beam.
pressed air. The cooling stream can be directed both on the
DESCRIPTION OF INVENTION AND
exposed and on the unexposed surface. Better effects are,
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT
65 however, obtained by cooling of the unexposed surface.
In the method of bending using the broad beam the

shaping process is the outcome of the interaction between

Satisfaction of all the above mentioned conditions of

heating and cooling requires adequate selection of param

5,719,374
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eters of the energy beam, namely power E, diameter D and
velocity V, as well as the parameters of the cooling stream.
They should be adapted to the specific conditions of the

bending or overbending performed.
The heated segment of the strip cannot freely expand
under the influence of temperature because it is imbedded in
the rigid surrounding material, and it therefore undergoes
plastic flowing, while after cooling durable deformations
appear in it. These deformations ensure:

in the case of a flat plate, pre-bent plate and a shell whose
hk0.5g-bending or increased bending, with the convexity
directed towards the directly heated surface;
in the case of a pre-bent plate or a shell whose heo.5
g-overbending increasing the curvature in the cross
section perpendicular to the straight line of initial bending
(irrespective of the fact whether heat radiation is applied to

O

s

the metal, so that metals, even hard and brittle ones, can be

bent without internal cracks. The more a given object to be
bent is hard and brittle, the more carefully the process should
be conducted. The maximum temperatures in the area of the

ing with the use of the "broad beam" the essential role is
played by the rigidity of the material surrounding the heated
and cooled strip. Forces and moments appear at the bound
aries of this strip, conditioning the processes of plastic flow
in this belt, responsible for emergence of durable deforma
tions. Together with the heated and cooled segment of the
strip, these deformations move in the form of a "bending
wave" along the bending line with velocity V. During this
movement the conditions of absorption of heat and the
rigidity of the material surrounding the strip change. These
conditions undergo particular changes when the heated and
cooled segment of the strip arrives at the free edge of the
object.

heated strip should be lower than the melting temperature of
the object. This requirement may not be kept to in certain
cases, like when very thick plates are bent, but only when
technical conditions allow for it.

There are also alloys which display the so called hot
brittleness in a certain interval of high temperatures. In these
cases the bending process should be conducted in such away
as to secure that the plastic flowing take place in tempera
tures higher than those causing hot brittleness.
The heating process requires for many metals application
of the special absorbers preventing reflection of the energy

beam from the surface exposed to thermal radiation. These
35

absorbers must display resistance to repetitive action of the
energy beam and the cooling stream, and must not enter in
chemical reaction with the heated metal.

following ways of proceeding should be applied:
The first one consists in appropriate changes of param
eters of heating and cooling during the movement of the
beam along the bending line.
The second one consists in application of additional
overbending procedure along appropriate segments of the

straight line after the first bending has been obtained,
characterized by the variable angle.
The above described durable bending or overbending of a
plate or shell with zero Gaussian curvature is conditioned, as
mentioned already, by the internal forces and moments
appearing at the boundaries between the heated segment of
the strip and the colderrest of the material. The essential role
is played in the considered process of bending or overbend
ing with the use of broad beam by the bending moments,
responsible for the bending of the strip. The forces tangent
to the middle surface, on the other hand, cause swelling
(bulging) of the material and they should therefore be kept
small. Such a setting of internal forces, correct from the
point of view of bending, arises-when the dimensions of the
strip axb are possible large in comparison with thickness g.
Internal forces in the material appearing at the boundaries
of the heated strip are also conditioned by the rigidity of the
material surrounding this strip. With the given thickness g
the rigidity increases along with the increase of dimensions
of the element being bent or overbent. The rigidity can be
considered sufficient from the point of view of bending or
overbending with the broad energy beam when the smallest
of dimensions of the element is at least five times bigger than
the length b of the strip heated. Bending of such an element
will be most effective when the strip heated is located in its

The heated strip attains the temperatures which are suf

ficiently high to cause enhancement of plastic properties of

the convex or concave surface).
As emphasized, in the process of bending and overbend

All this causes that during the uniform heating and
cooling the segment is subject to various angles of bending
at each of the points on the bending line. In order to obtain
a constant angle of bending along the bending line one of the

6
center. When the heated strip is located, on the other hand,
nearer to one of the free edges, then the rigidity and therefore
also the effectiveness of the process will decrease. The
previously provided conditions on the minimum values a
and b refer to the situation when the segment heated is
located in the center of the object whose smallest dimension
is at least five times bigger than the length b.
Due to good heat conductivity of metals the two phases of
the bending process-heating and cooling-have a very
rapid course. Thereby, excessive growth of grains in the
structure of metal does not occur, though the new phases of
this structure, characteristic for rapid cooling, may appear. In
the high-carbon content steel alloys we can also observe the
phenomenon of inter-crystalline diffusion of carbon.

45

Various energy beams can be applied to heat metals in the
here considered process of bending. Still, the best results
were achieved with application of the high power laser,
whose energy beam can be precisely controlled as to its
power and direction.
Bending of the flat plate having constant thickness by the
use of the broad energy beam with respect to the straightline
i-ias in FIG. 2 can be done in such a way that the convexity
appears from the side exposed to thermal radiation. This will
be bending "away from the laser".
At the beginning the appropriate parameter values of the
beam, E, D, V, should be selected in such a way as to create
the heated strip of the dimensions axbxg and the temperature
distribution at least as the one shown in FIG. 3. The

minimum width a of the strip heated is a-7 g. Appli
cation of a=7 gyields, however, the bending directed with
its convexity towards the side exposed to direct heating only
55

in the case of maximumrigidity of the material surrounding
the heated strip. And this occurs only when
the dimensions of the bent plate, that is-its length and
width-are bigger than 5 b;
the straight line of bending is located at at least the
distance 2 a from the free edge;
the process of heating and cooling is started from the
center of the line of bending and the segment heated moves
first in the direction of one free edge and then in the direction
of the second free edge.

Using the diagram of FIG. 1, proper for a given kind of
metal, the temperature T is determined whose exceeding
ensures enhancement of the plastic properties of the material

5,719,374
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horizontal projection (FIG. 4) a rectangle of width ada=4
g and length beb-2 a. Minimum heating of the strip is
shown in FIG. 5. When the strip is heated to higher
temperatures, the intensity of overbending increases. During
overbending of thin plates it is possible to heat the strip in
such a manner that both surfaces, the exposed and the
unexposed one, attain the temperatures higher than T.
T<T<T over the whole area of the rectangle.
The heated strip of dimensions axb (in projection onto a

7
in the heated strip. FIG. 3 shows only a minimum scope of
heating of the strip segment. Raising of the temperature of
both surfaces, the exposed and the unexposed one, within
the rectangles axb, to the temperature above T, which is
feasible for thinner sheets, always increases effectiveness of
bending. During heating we can of course admit to have in
the central parts of the rectangle axb on the exposed side the
temperature T contained in the interval defined by the

inequality T<T<T
The width a of the heated strip must of course satisfy all
the conditions previously mentioned, but its concrete mag
nitude should be defined by the conditions of a given
bending process. It should be emphasized, here, however,
that along with the increase of the width a there is the
increase of the necessary power E, and simultaneously of the
angle u of bending and of the radius of curvature of the bent
strip in the cross section perpendicular to the bending line.
Cooling of the heated strip should take place at the
distance b behind the energy beam. In order to carry out
correctly the bending process with the method of "broad
beam" here described the distance b must satisfy the
inequality b>2a. Increase of benhances the effectiveness of
bending (angle u) only when this does not cause excessive
decrease of rigidity of the material surrounding the heated
strip. The value of b depends, of course, upon the power E
of the energy beam we dispose of. The concrete choice of
distance b should be dictated by the conditions of the
concrete bending process.
As mentioned previously, realization of bending of a plate
along a straight line under constant parameters E and V of
the beam leads to variable angle of bending along the line
of bending. In order to obtain a constant angle either the
parameters E and V of the beam should be accordingly
changed during the process, or overbending applied.
FIG. 6 shows the setting of internal forces and moments,
which appears at the boundaries of the heated strip, and
which conditions the appearance of the plastic flow process
in this strip. From the point of view of correctness of the
process realized the bending moments M are the most
desirable. The forces tangent to the middle surface of the
sheet, S should be possibly small, since they cause bulging
of the sheet at the location of bending, which is not the
objective of the process carried out. These forces decrease
with the increase of a and b. As the process of plastic flow

progresses the forces at the boundaries of the heated strip
decrease, and after cooling they can even change their sign.
They remain in the material bent as certain residual internal
stresses (usually small) and they can be removed by the
seasoning process, which is naturally accompanied by a
slight change of shape.
Overbending of a pre-bent plate of constant thickness
with the help of a broad beam can be carried out using the
sufficiently broad beam of energy by the method described
above. It can also be bent mechanically or by the use of the
narrow energy beam according to the method given in Polish
patent description no. 155 358. For the method presented
here it is important that the elevation of the strip heated
during overbending be sufficiently big. Thus, the elevation h
should not be less than half of the thickness g of the plate
being overbent. Then, the minimum width of the strip is
ani-4g.

10

plane) cannot freely expand according to the temperature

increase, since it is fixed within its boundaries in the

15

25

30

forces S. tangential to the middle surface of the material, at
the boundaries of the strip, means that besides overbending

there can also additionally appear bulging of the material,
not being the objective of the overbending process here
considered. Overbending with application of greater a and b
is advantageous for minimization of bulging and for the
increase of the overbending angle u. One should also
remember the rigidity of the material surrounding the strip
heated. As emphasized already before, in order to ensure

adequaterigidity the smallest of the dimensions of the object

35

subject to overbending must be at least 5 times bigger than
the length b of the strip cooled.
Cooling of the previously heated strip during
overbending, performed at the distance b behind the energy
beam may be carried out by directing the cooling stream
either on the convex surface or on the concave one. The

45

greatest effectiveness of overbending is achieved when the
energy beam is directed on the convex surface, while the
cooling stream-on the concave surface.
Overbending of the pre-bent plate or shell of zero Gaus
sian curvature is presented in FIG. 5. This figure shows the

"overbending wave" over the length b, this wave increasing
the angle of the initial bending by the value 1. The wave
mentioned moves along the line of bending with the velocity

V.

55

The system of internal forces at the boundaries of the
deformed, heated strip, presented in FIG. 6, is similarly
relevant to the case of bending of a flat plate and to the case
of overbending of the initially bent plate or shell with zero
Gaussian curvature, with the elevation being much bigger in
the case of overbending.
EXAMPLE 1.

When the above condition is satisfied we can overbend a

pre-bent plate or a shell of zero Gaussian curvature, irre
spective of the fact whether we direct the broad beam of
energy along the line of bending onto the convex or onto the
concave surface. The strip heated, however, has to form in

surrounding colder material of definite rigidity. Due to this
rigidity the forces and moments appear at the boundaries of
the strip, causing overbending of the strip and the processes
of plastic flow leading to the durable increase of the angle of
bending. The theoretical and experimental analysis indicates
also that if only the elevation h of the strip satisfies the
conditions given above, the process proceeds in the same
direction inrespective of the side which is exposed to heat
radiation-concave or convex. In the overbending process
described here the essential role is played by the bending
moments M, which cause overbending without entailing
bulging (swelling) of the material. Appearance of greater

65

The example selected for illustration of the method here
described refers to the plate of stainless steel having dimen
sions as indicated in FIG. 8, bent along the axis of symmetry
i-i. CO laser beam was used having the following param
eters: E=250 W, W=140 millimeters per minute (mm/min.).
D=9 min. In this case T=550°. The strip of dimensions a-9
mmXb-20 mm was heated to the average temperature T =
700 on both sides. Cooling was carried out with water
sprayed in the stream of compressed air. The bending angle
obtained in a single traverse of the beam along the bending

5,719,374
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strip is a heated strip having a defined thickness g and
having a defined width a and a defined length b on a

line from the center of the line to the free edge and then from
the center of the line to the opposite free edge was u=2.5.

side of the strip exposed to radiation and having at least

EXAMPLE 2

one third of the defined width a and one third of the

defined length b on an unradiated side

FIG. 9 presents the effect of overbending of the pre-bent
steel plate having the angle of initial bending of u=23.7°.
Overbending was performed with the CO laser beam of
1,000 W of power (E), velocity V=370 mm/min., and the
diameter of the beam D=12.8 mm.

Direct heating was applied to the convex surface of the
initial bending. The width a of the strip heated to tempera
ture exceeding T was the same on the exposed and unex
posed sides and was a-12 mm, while the length b was 30

and wherein a minimum width a of the heated strip
equals at least seven times the defined thickness g of the
strip when the metal object is a flat plate,
10

and wherein the minimum width a of the heated strip,
measured in a projection on a plane tangent to its

15

surface along a straight line of bending, is calculated
from a formula al-(7-6X(h/g))xg when the metal
object is an initially bent plate having a bending depth
h of the heated strip smaller than a half of the defined
thickness g and equals four times the defined thickness
g when the metal object is the initially bent plate having
the bending depth h of the heated strip bigger than half

The overbending angle obtained in one traverse of the
beam along the bending line was A-1.8°. A second
experiment carded out with the beam of the diameter D=4
mm resulted in A-0.2°, meaning that the initial angle of
bending diminished due to too small width of the strip

of the thickness g.

and wherein a minimum length b of the heated strip is
larger than twice the defined width a of the heated strip

heated.

It will be understood that each of the elements described

above, or two or more together, may also find a useful
application in other methods of bending metal objects dif
fering from the types described above.

and wherein a smallest dimension of a surface of the

metal object to be bent or overbent is not less than five
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While the invention has been illustrated and described as

line of bending or overbending from any free edge of
the metal object is not less than twice the defined width
a of the heated strip; and
cooling thereupon the strip by means of a cooling stream

embodied in the context of a method of bending metal
objects with an energy beam, it is not intended to be limited

to the details shown, since various modifications and struc

tural changes may be made without departing in any way
from the spirit of the present invention.
Without further analysis, the foregoing will so fully reveal
the gist of the present invention that others can, by applying
current knowledge, readily adapt it for various applications
without omitting features that, from the standpoint of prior
art, fairly constitute essential characteristics of the generic or
specific aspects of this invention.
What is claimed as new and desired to be protected by
Letters Patent is set forth in the appended claims.

of a liquid directed onto at least one of the side exposed
ambient temperature or a temperature lower than the
temperature T, wherein the cooling stream moves at a
distance equal to a defined length b behind the broad
energy beam thereby producing a convexity on the side

to radiation and the unradiated side until achieving an
35

We claim:

1. A method of bending and overbending of metal objects
along straightlines wherein the metal objects are at least one
of plates and shells having zero Gaussian curvature, com
prising:
determining a temperatureT for a metal object to be bent,
wherein the temperature T is a temperature at which
plastic properties of the metal object are enhanced;
applying a broad energy beam for irradiating a strip of
the metal object;
moving the broad energy beam with a velocity V along a
straight bending line and heating the strip to a tem
perature exceeding the temperature T, wherein said

times the defined length b of the heated strip
and wherein a smallest distance of the straight bending
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of the strip exposed to radiation,
and wherein a heating and cooling process is started from
a center of the straight bending line.
2. The method according to claim 1, characterized in that
the heated strip is cooled by the stream of liquid at the
distance b behind the energy beam to the ambient tempera
ture or to the temperatures lower than T, with the cooling
stream of liquid directed onto at least one of the side of the
strip exposed to heat radiation and an unexposed side.
3. The method according to claim 1, characterized in that
for a pre-bent plate or shell, in which the bending depth h of
the heated strip is equal to or greater than half of the defined
thickness g, an overbending is performed with the broad
energy beam directed on at least one of a convex surface and
concave surface.

